
The Dragon Dance:
Happy Chinese New

Year!
Dragons are one of the most admired of legendary

creatures. In some cultures dragons are evil, fire
breathing creatures that destroy. However, a Chi-
nese dragon is a kind, caring creature that repre-
sents life and good fortune.
The Chinese use dragons in their art, literature,

poetry, architecture and in many of their songs.
There are other countries such as Korea and Japan
who admire this kindly dragon, too. Can you guess
what the difference is between the Chinese, Korean
and Japanese dragons? Just count the dragon's
toes. Of course, you have to get really close to see.
The Japanese dragon only has three toes on each
foot. A Korean dragon has four toes and the Chi-
nese dragon has a total of five toes on each foot.
The Chinese people use the image of the dragon

in many Chinese festivals, including their Chinese
New Year celebration. The Chinese people will ob-
serve the Chinese New Year on Saturday, January
25, 2020.  
Did you know that the Chinese use a dragon in

their New Year’s activities? An event called the
Dragon Dance is a spectacular tradition for the Chi-
nese people. The Dragon Dance uses nine or more
dancers to carry, over their heads, a large colorful,
festive dragon. The dance signifies the end of the
year and welcomes a new start. The Dragon Dance
is believed to drive away evil spirits and bring good
luck and fortune to the people. The Chinese dragon
is a fascinating creature in the Chinese culture.
Creating art using themes and ideas from other

countries is a fun opportunity to learn about our cul-
turally diverse world.  Have fun creating a beautiful
Chinese dragon!
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1.  Draw a straight line in the center of a vertical paper.  Leave some space on each side.
2.  On the top of the line, draw two half circles leaving a small space between.  Draw a smaller half

circle inside for dragon pupils.
3.  Draw a curved “v” shape starting at the ends of the original straight line.
4.  Connect with the “V” shape and draw upside down “v”s to create a dragon forehead.

5.  Starting at the ends of the original straight line, draw two curved lines downward to begin
creating the dragon’s nose.

6.  The end of the dragon’s nose is created by drawing a large oval shape.  Add two small oval
shapes for nostrils.

7.  Add a large shallow “U” shape under nose for the dragon’s chin.  Make dragon teeth using “v”
shapes.  

8.  Finish the top of the dragon’s head by adding an interesting shape over the forehead “V”
shapes.  Add details and fill with color.  Red, golden yellow, black, and blue are great colors for
a Chinese dragon.  Be creative!

Cut out the
dragon’s face.
Create legs and
feet.  Add
streamers for a
festive mask or
add a body and a
tail.  Do a Dragon
Dance with your
Chinese dragon!
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